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Leeza Gibbons created Leeza's Care Connection to make sure 
those who are forgetting will not be forgotten and to honor the 
courageous caregivers who stand by someone they love. 
 
Interviewed by Winn Claybaugh, the Emmy-winning TV 
journalist, speaker, and best-selling author discusses her mother 
and grandmother, their Alzheimer’s diagnoses, and why she 
created a foundation that supports caregivers everywhere. 
 
 

Winn: Hi everyone. In honor of National Family Caregivers Month, this week’s podcast 
features my MASTERS interview with Emmy-winning TV journalist and 
bestselling author Leeza Gibbons. When her beautiful mother was diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s disease, like her mother before her, Leeza and her family 
experienced the devastation, exhaustion, and difficulties faced by family 
caregivers everywhere. Because her mom asked her to tell the story of their 
family’s journey and to make it count, Leeza created Leeza’s Care Connection, 
a supportive place where caregivers learn to be more resilient, grounded, and 
confident. In this powerful and moving interview, Leeza shares her family’s 
story and why she became so passionate about helping others navigate the 
challenges and rewards of being a caregiver. I am honored to call Leeza my 
good friend and I’m even more honored to help spread her story and her 
message. If you enjoy this podcast, please share it with your friends and sign 
up for our mailing list at MASTERSbyWinnClaybaugh.com. And remember, 
MASTERS Podcasts are now available on Apple, Google, iHeart Radio, and 
Spotify. Now please enjoy this classic MASTERS with Leeza Gibbons. 

[Music] 

Winn: Hi everybody! This is Winn Claybaugh and welcome to this wonderful issue of 
MASTERS. And I feel really honored and I also feel quite humbled to have this 
opportunity to be sitting here in a lovely home with a lovely woman by the name 
of Leeza Gibbons. Welcome, Leeza, to MASTERS. 

Leeza: Thank you, Winn. 

Winn: Leeza is no stranger to MASTERS and you have added your voice in support of 
our industry and who we are and in support of Dean Banowetz, your 
hairdresser and Keith Crary, your makeup artist. And that was such a 
wonderful, favorite MASTERS of many listeners and today’s going to be a little 
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bit different because you introduced something to me several months ago that 
has just kind of taken over my world a little bit, and do you want to share that 
with us? 

Leeza: My mom is one of these remarkable women who—speak of the beauty 
business—used to have a standing Thursday appointment at which she called 
her beauty shop. Now, that gives you her era and also can probably speak to 
the fact that she’s a southern steel magnolia. And ironically, it just dawns on me 
as I share this with you, her favorite person in life was her hairdresser, this guy 
named David. That didn’t occur to me until we just sat down— 

Winn: Oh wow! 

Leeza: —to reflect on her. And David was an artist who did my favorite picture of my 
mom. So, she knew early on the intimacy and the power of that relationship. 
Mom couldn’t tell you who David is/was, couldn’t tell you who I am, doesn’t 
know who she is because this thief of a disease, that I think is one of the 
cruelest things that happens to people, called Alzheimer’s, has been an 
uninvited visitor into our lives. And it took not only Mom’s memories but it stole 
from us our memory of who she really is and threatens to replace it with this 
image of this woman that now resides in her body: vacant, still, 
noncommunicative, with a mask on instead of an expression. And it’s a 
heartbreaking disease. 

Winn: I have no personal experience with this. I haven’t had a family member, I 
haven’t had a loved one— 

Leeza: That’s unusual. 

Winn: —with Alzheimer’s and I’ve known about this but for some reason just did not 
make the connection until I saw the video that you made for a foundation that 
you have founded, called the Leeza Gibbons Memory Foundation, and in 
particular Leeza’s Place, which we’re going to talk about today and just how 
this amazing audience that’s listening and they’re just so powerful and what 
they can do to make a difference. And MASTERS is all about education and 
exposing us to stuff that we don’t know, and I was quite ignorant when it came 
to Alzheimer’s. 

Leeza: When my mom was diagnosed, even though we’d had it in our family, my 
grandmother had died of this disease, our light wasn’t on, the radar wasn’t on. 
There’s a weird kind of a shame, is probably the right word, a stigma that’s 
associated with this, as though the person can help it. As though it’s, You’re 
crazy, something’s wrong with your mind. You know, your pancreas, your liver, 
your heart, your spleen, your lungs, all of these things can get disease and we 
seem to have an easier time; not that any of those are to be dismissed, mind 
you, don’t misinterpret, but we seem to understand that pathology better than 
we do when something goes wrong with the mind. 
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Winn: Talking about that stigma: are there diseases or causes that tend to be 
glamorous? I mean, you’re in a glamorous industry. I mean, here we are in 
Hollywood and everybody knows who you are and I see you on TV a lot these 
days, you’re everywhere, and so you have that surrounding and I’m sure that 
there are causes that you are asked to get involved in and causes that will get a 
better turnout than others.  

Leeza: You’re so right. Philanthropy in Hollywood, at some level, has become about 
packaging and marketing. And let’s be real: fundraising is about gathering the 
most strength and being who can beat the drum the loudest. But I remember 
being a young reporter for Entertainment Tonight when the AIDS crisis hit and I 
was covering Dynasty that day when Rock Hudson— 

Winn: Wow! 

Leeza: —kissed Linda Evans and everyone was so fear-based and, oh my God, was 
she going to die? And people really didn’t know about Rock and his sexual 
orientation and here’s this horrible plague of a disease. And it was shortly after 
that that the country woke up and began to change the way the disease was 
perceived and received and I think how we arrived at where we are today, 
which is having cocktails and choices and extended quality of life. Still a 
horrendous global problem. Alzheimer’s is, in a certain way, similar to AIDS in 
that people don’t talk about it, people are scared of it, they are ashamed of it 
and it’s viewed as being for somebody else and kind of tasteless. It’s old, it’s 
ugly, it’s aging, it’s not sexy. But look at what happened with AIDS. AIDS 
attracted the most powerful players in Hollywood, the most glamorous people. 
Certainly the celebrity community, I think, spearheaded our national effort to 
say, “Pay attention.” 

Winn: Right. 

Leeza: “Pay attention,” and not just because it was affecting what we would call our 
own, but because it had to be done. 

Winn: In your personal and Hollywood professional opinion, what role do you think 
Rock Hudson played in that, in putting a face on that disease, in terms of 
helping? 

Leeza: It was a pivotal moment. It was an access point for people. 

Winn: Okay. 

Leeza: His celebrity, the way that he was loved and respected made it hard for people 
to blame.  

Winn: Right. 
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Leeza: It’s easy to turn your face away and it’s like that Phil Collins song, Another Day 
in Paradise. You know, the woman crossing the street, a homeless woman, and 
the lyric line is about we try hard not to see her and we turn away, and we can 
get away with that until it’s somebody who means something to us.  

Winn: How do you view yourself in terms of taking your celebrity status and your 
celebrity name and putting a face to this disease, Alzheimer’s? 

Leeza: Winn, I don’t know for sure about that. I’ll tell you what I do know. My mother, in 
the early stages of the disease, asked me to tell her story. And I was producing 
and hosting a talk show at the time and I wanted to respect her privacy and her 
wishes but she said, “Go make it count and use it to educate and inspire.” And I 
thought, Okay great, I’ll do some talk shows and I’ll go on Larry King or—you 
know, like that. And it wasn’t clear to me until a couple of years after that, when 
the fog really came in on Mom, what I wished we’d had as a family and I wish 
we had had a safe place to go to earlier in the disease where someone could 
hold our hand and say, “Okay, here’s what you need to do. Here’s a checklist. 
Here’s a printout. Here’s tai chi. Here’s holistic medicine. Here’s a support 
group. Here’s mentoring. Here’s an expressive scrapbook program. Here’s 
what we’ve come to know now as Leeza’s Place. Here is a living room of 
intimate support where we will assure you that you can get through it.” 

Winn: Okay, which is what Leeza’s Place is all about and we’re going to talk about 
that. I want to take you back: memories of your mother. What role did your 
mother play in you launching this incredible career? Because—where are you 
from? 

Leeza: I’m from South Carolina. 

Winn: Okay. 

Leeza: My mother is from this small town in South Carolina; my dad from another small 
town in South Carolina. She got married at 17 years old because she was in 
love with my dad and he went to her father and asked for her hand in marriage 
and they started out with these big, big, big dreams. And I know that she 
wanted to be a person of power. And by that I don’t mean to have any title or 
career occupation that’s viewed as powerful but as someone who resonates. 
Someone who vibrates at a level that has energy to it. And Mom was a steel 
magnolia. I think about her during storms most of all. We used to get great 
storms in South Carolina and it’s what I really miss about that part of the 
country. Being here in L.A., we don’t really get a lot of great weather that’s 
memorable. But when the clouds would come in and the skies would darken 
and thunder would rumble, my mother would say, “Honey, honey, you come on 
out here and you sit on the steps with me and let’s watch this storm in.” And 
she identified, I think, with change. With the atmosphere was changing and 
there is great power in that and it’s also an unpredictable thing because you 
don’t know. And I look at that as such a metaphor for her condition now. She’s 
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changed and we’d love to have her back, even a glimpse of her back, but what 
we do have is what she taught us and how she loved us and her direct 
message, which was, “You are a storyteller, honey. Tell this story.” So, 
whenever I feel—which is often, Winn—what do I know? I can’t do this! People 
are going to think that I’m pushing too hard. I don’t know how to ask for money. 
Ironically, after 25 years in the entertainment business, I’m uncomfortable 
approaching a star about something that’s not, “Tell me about your latest 
movie,” and I knew this would require all of that and thank heavens the 
universe has provided in the most unbelievable way. I mean, all I have had to 
do is say, “We need people who get it,” and somebody comes forward to say, 
“What about this?” Everything from building our website to getting volunteers to 
writing programs. All of it has presented itself, right down to you, Winn, truly. To 
you, to the people in your industry, to the people of the Paul Mitchell Schools in 
particular, what a gift. And you volunteered it and it came. And I knew, the first 
time we talked about it, that that was happening. And it’s pretty cool to be an 
instrument in that way and to trust. I have, as my new therapist would tell me, I 
have real issues with trust and to trust that it’s possible. To know that the table 
can be big and we can hold hands and that we—it’s like Maryanne Williamson 
said, we are most afraid of our power, not of our darkness, but of the light. It’s 
really cool. 

Winn: What kind of a role did your mother play in your lives and in her grandchildren’s 
lives prior to this diagnosis? 

Leeza: Mom was a very vivacious, fun-loving, social, easy-to-be-with person and she 
loved to talk. She loved people. She loved to travel. She loved to explore and 
do new things and be adventurous, and she was an inclusive person, like 
whatever social standing, whatever economic background, whatever race, 
whatever religious beliefs, she just found it all fascinating and wanted to know 
more. You know, little things like, “Never look down on somebody, honey, 
unless you’re holding out your hand to pick them up.” And all those sayings that 
are so true and have served me so well. She would say, “Think of yourself as 
that thoroughbred, baby, and you’ve got your blinders on and you don’t look at 
what the other horses are doing, you’re just going to run your best race.” 

Winn: Was she a big cheerleader for you launching your career? Was she 
instrumental in that? 

Leeza: Well, she was unbelievably instrumental. She taught all of us to believe in the 
power of our dreams and to nurture them and to grow them. She really didn’t 
have limited thinking for us, and sometimes I look at that and I think, Wow! 
Okay, you know, Mom, I’m not so sure it’s true that you can have it all, be it all, 
do all. But she was a child of what we would now call the feminist movement. It 
sounds so sort of quaint and silly now but those women really wanted their 
daughters, especially, to believe that you could do it all. And we bought it, we 
bought it.  
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Winn: It worked. 

Leeza: I think now we kind of question the navigational system. I think that we can but 
what they didn’t tell us was the price you’d have to pay for doing it all; the 
consequences for it and that you’d be exhausted and have about seven 
minutes a week for your personal life. We didn’t factor in, I think, in our young 
minds that doing it all, having it all, trying to be all of that includes first and 
foremost nourishing yourself. 

Winn: How long have your parents been married? 

Leeza: Fifty years. 

Winn: Fifty years. How many grandchildren do your parents have? 

Leeza: My husband and I have three. My brother and his wife have two and my sister 
has one. 

Winn: What was your hope, your father’s hope, your mother’s hope for how she would 
live out this time in her life with her grandchildren and her children? 

Leeza: Oh, I love that question. That was a conversation I remember having with my 
mom so many times. She didn’t want to be granny or grandma. Her name: Jean 
Gibbons, she wanted to be called JG and so the grandkids call her JG and or 
Jean-Jean the Dancing Machine.  

Winn: [Laughs] 

Leeza: She wanted what we all want. She wanted to reflect on this incredible love that 
had come through her and been passed down from her children to these other 
little lives that she could now be seen as this sort of wise, eccentric, fun-loving 
woman who would spoil them rotten. And she said, “I want to take the train with 
them,” and she wanted to explore and see the world through their eyes. And 
the fact that she didn’t get that and that they didn’t get that is a real big hole. It’s 
just a really big disappointment. 

Winn: At the point when you realized that she was going to be robbed of that and you 
were robbed of that, and your children, her grandchildren, were robbed of that, 
how did that make you feel? 

Leeza: I’m so much my mother’s daughter that it was this conflux of emotion. Partly 
wanting to jump into action, which she knew. And when she told me to tell her 
story my mother protected me, I think, or wanted to, from having to feel a lot of 
the pain and sadness because if you’re in motion you don’t have to really look. 
So, that was part of it, was, okay I really think in the beginning I thought I would 
fix it. I think I was that hopeful. I’m still that hopeful. There was that and then 
there was just being scared out of my mind because I could do it with Mom. I 
still, to this day, will go to the phone to call her and reach for the phone and, Oh 
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my God. So many of us don’t have our parents and we’ve lost them to 
accidents and illness and all kinds of things, and it’s always a painful goodbye. 
The thing about this is they don’t get to participate in it and there’s a loss of 
dignity. The first time my mother began to act out inappropriately, we were at a 
fundraiser gala and I couldn’t find her and she was over in a corner and she 
was taking her dress off. Full on ripping at this beaded gown and trying to pull it 
down over her shoulders. She had thrown her earrings down. And this elegant, 
beautiful woman was acting like this mad, crazy lady, and I went up to her and I 
said, “Mom, what are you doing?” and she said, “I’m putting on my pajamas. I’m 
ready to go.” And just more and more, when that personality would come take 
over, you get very angry at that personality and I’d just have to remember my 
mom saying, so wise and so brave, “When I scream at you and when I kick and 
fight and call you names,” all of which she did, “remember that’s not me, that’s 
the disease talking.” And that really helped a whole lot. 

Winn: I don’t want to be an idiot, I don’t want to be a jerk, I don’t want to not have 
compassion for something that I personally have not experienced, but my 
mom’s still alive and I can pick up the phone right now and I can have that 
conversation and I can share those memories with my mom. And to think that I 
could not have that would just break my heart. I wanted our listeners to 
experience what you’re experiencing through you, but now I want to talk about 
solution. I want to talk about what to do because it is about taking action. We 
need the emotion to get us in that mindset, and you got me there and I know 
you got our listeners there. So. 

Leeza: Leeza’s Place is a resource center; physical locations. We modeled ourselves a 
lot after Gilda’s Clubs and what they were able to do to support cancer 
survivors. We wanted to create a safe place, an understanding place, a place 
where you could be accepted and protected and guided as you made some 
really difficult choices and none of them were good. We knew that caregivers 
would have a hard time taking Mom or Dad or their husband or wife to a 
hospital. And the name Alzheimer’s carried so much stigma so, after talking to 
caregivers, we came up with the notion that it should just be something that 
sounded so generic, so Leeza’s Place. It’s all about education, it’s all about 
empowerment, and it’s all about energy. And those three E’s guide what we do 
and I think reflect what people need. We have to get diagnosed earlier because 
the only meds that we have, and there are only like three things available 
today, work best in the early stages. We have to get diagnosed earlier because 
it may not be Alzheimer’s. It may be a reversable cognitive issue. You can’t 
have an enemy be unnamed and be powerful against it. You must identify what 
it is. So, the earlier people can get in and their families can come to terms with 
it, the sooner they can learn what that person’s wishes are for their care, the 
sooner they can begin to stop blaming the person and being frustrated and 
angry at the person and unraveling your relationship. Before we knew what was 
going on with Mom—a few things. I thought she was an alcoholic. I said, “Okay, 
we are going to send her to Betty Ford.” 
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Winn: We’re doing an intervention on her. 

Leeza: We were going to have an intervention, Winn. And not that there is anything 
easy about being an alcoholic but I so wished that had been the diagnosis 
because we could still be struggling together with it. There’s another side to 
that. There is healing. We really recognized the need for community with the 
memory disorder world. There is no cohesion. There is no sense of belonging. 
There’s a sense of not wanting to belong. There’s a sense of, We’re not part of 
that group, because people judge. Even a lot of professional people that I work 
with said to me, “You’re nuts. If you go down this path of dealing with this 
disease that is so scary, so hopeless, so old, so unsexy, you’re not going to get 
work. For a number of reasons. First of all, it’s not marketable. Then people are 
going to think, You’re next. You’re going to get it, so why are they going to offer 
you things, because they’re going to think they’re taking a chance.” And I said 
to that, “Okay, you made my point. I have to do it for those very reasons.” We 
have to get the energy of children and young people and businesses like yours. 
People who understand dreams, people who understand potential, people who 
understand that we are not the net sum of our parts, people who understand 
that we evolve and we grow and we change and we accept through all of those 
stages in our lives. And people who understand that some of us wear our 
handicaps on the inside and some of us wear our challenges on the outside, 
but we all have stuff. And if we deal with that collectively, then the experience is 
better for everybody. If you get diagnosed early, then you’re not going to say to 
Mom, “Ugh! Mother, you can’t wear that. Please! You’ve got a slip on. You can’t 
wear that on the outside. Go change.” “Mom, did you brush your teeth today? 
My God! When is the last time you had a bath?” All of those hurtful, damaging 
things that we say in frustration because we don’t know. If you knew what was 
going on, you’d be so much kinder, so much more accommodating. My mother 
would put on the most ridiculous things and the buttons would be off— 

Winn: [Laughs] 

Leeza: —and she’d have these ridiculous sort of hats and coats on in the summertime 
and my dad would look at her and say, “Honey, you look great. Let’s go.” And I 
always loved that and admired that so much. We now believe that the disease 
will be managed by delaying the onset of symptoms. That what we can do is 
say, “Okay, Leeza, Winn, whomever,” because it’s like a terrorist, you don’t 
know. “Alright, we see the changes in your brain. The conditions look right that 
you’re going to get it.” Oh my God. Well, there’s nothing to say you’re going to 
get it at 50, at 60, or at 90 so what we’re focused on is what do we do to control 
our stress, because cortisol levels are damaging to the brain? What do we do 
to supplement our diets with nutritional supplements? What do we do to 
oxygenate our brains? What do we do to regroove patterns in our brains by 
adapting our lifestyle? Simple little things: writing with the opposite hand, taking 
another route home from work, little things that keep us alive very passively. 
We’ve begun to look at a field of study and science that recognizes that while 
there’s not a cure, there may be ways to manage. And for all of us who are next 
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in line to get this disease, and that includes all baby boomers, that’s pretty 
hopeful. It’s all I can tell my kids. When they look at me and say, “Well, 
Mommy, are you going to get it?” I think about my mother singing “Que Sera 
Sera” to me, that Doris Day song, “Whatever will be, will be.” What I tell them is 
that I honestly don’t know. That we can never truly know what’s happening to 
us tomorrow. We have now and what I believe strongly is that there will be 
treatments and remedies and there will be options while we’re looking for a 
cure. And I tell them that that’s why I’m doing what I’m doing is because I don’t 
want this to be their legacy. 

Winn: Wow. Leeza, do you have a final message? 

Leeza: Two things, really. People who are listening right now, and bless you for that, 
you have enormous power. First of all, if you’re the kind of person that listens to 
the MASTERS series, that says so much. We aren’t just expected to sit 
passively by and let things happen to the human condition that are not 
desirable, that are painful, that hurt. So, I admire so much—and I mean this—
so much the beauty industry, so much the Paul Mitchell Schools for getting 
involved in change at every level with so many causes and so many times. And 
I bless you for that. It’s precious and I’m counting on it with this disease. So, 
there’s that. And then, whether you have a memory-robbing disease or not, 
we’re all on our way out. We’re all in that hyphen period. We’re born, dash. You 
know, the year you were born, dash, and we’re waiting for the other side. Well, 
let’s make the dash count. So, memories matter. We must be aware of them 
and cherish them and preserve them and celebrate them and pass them on 
because it’s how we get to live forever. So, if you think this doesn’t relate to 
you, because there’s nobody with Alzheimer’s or dementia in your family, it 
does because all of you have memories and all of you will run out of time 
before you’re ready and there will be that sense of urgency, Oh my God, let’s 
find out about the old days. Don’t let it happen. 

Winn: Wow. Leeza, you’re so lovely and anytime that you have a cause I want to be 
there supporting you, so thank you for lending your wisdom and your personal 
experience with us. 

Leeza: I love, love, love you, Winn. 

Winn: [Laughs] Thank you, Leeza. Me, too. 

Leeza: I love your act. I dig your energy. Oh my gosh, what a pleasure. 

Winn: Thank you. 

 


